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Abstract

New and orphan crops, which in the past have received only limited research attention, have great potential to support healthy diets in Africa. However, limited systematic data are available on the constraints to production faced by these annual and perennial crops, and the possible opportunities for intervention to remove critical barriers. We report on the results of a survey of African plant breeders to begin identifying constraints to crop production, guide the direction of crop genetic improvement activities and identify appropriate agronomic management interventions. The survey was completed by 67 plant breeders affiliated with institutions in 18 African countries and focused on crops prioritized for genetic improvement by the African Orphan Crops Consortium (AOCC). Of the survey respondents, 38 worked on new or orphan crops on the AOCC crop list. In total, respondents provided specific data on 30 of these crops. We discuss the findings of the survey, which indicate that pest and disease attacks, and lack of access to – or availability of – high-quality planting material are important barriers to be addressed in enhancing production. Other insights from the survey include the differentiation of responses based on the part of the crop used for food, and breeders’ views on the future importance of these plants. These results and additional findings are elaborated along with opportunities for future research to delve deeper into production constraints and solutions for new and orphan crops.
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1. Introduction

New and orphan crops, which in the past have received only limited research attention, have great potential to support the nutrition of malnourished African consumers, and the productivity, sustainability and stability of African farming systems. Wider recognition of this potential has increased attention on these annual and perennial food plants in recent years (Economist, 2017). An agenda for research on these plants was recently detailed in another ICRAF working paper related to the current study, which was authored by scientists from ICRAF, SRUC and other institutions (Dawson et al., 2018).

The African Orphan Crops Consortium (AOCC) is a recent initiative on Africa’s new and orphan crops. By applying new genomic methods to enhance crop improvement, AOCC (2019) is helping to mainstream 101 new and orphan crops of nutritional importance to African consumers into sub-Saharan African food systems. The University of California Davis African Plant Breeding Academy (AfPBA), an initiative of AOCC, supports the application of DNA-based approaches to crop genetic improvement by training practicing African plant breeders in the application of genomic information to achieve breeding objectives (AfPBA, 2019). In addition, the West Africa Centre for Crop Improvement (WACCI) supports training to PhD level of African plant breeders in the application of advanced genetic improvement approaches in plant breeding (WACCI, 2019).

To advance the development of improved new and orphan crop cultivars, it is important to understand the constraints faced in the production of these crops, and the opportunities for removing these barriers. This working paper reports on a survey aimed at compiling such information from among African plant breeders. While breeders are only one stakeholder group in crop promotion, they are perhaps in the best position to grasp sector-wide concerns that can inform improved crop development.

The breeders chosen to participate in the current survey included alumni of the AfPBA and WACCI initiatives, as well as a small group of other crop domestication experts with whom the authors currently work with or have worked with in the past.

The survey approach involved asking breeders to fill out an online questionnaire on new and orphan crops. The results of the survey, described below, will help to integrate new and orphan crop breeding activities into wider mainstreaming efforts for these crops.
We first describe the methods used for the survey, then provide the broad results for new and orphan crops, followed by the results for specific AOCC crops, including findings stratified by the part of the crop used for food. We then highlight linkages indicated by the survey between breeders and food scientists and economists that are relevant for mainstreaming new and orphan crops into food systems, and conclude with final remarks and recommendations for future work.

2. Methods

We emailed 117 plant breeders or other “crop domesticators” (hereafter also referred to as breeders) working in Africa, asking them to complete an online survey using contact lists for alumni of the AfPBA and the WACCI initiatives. Contacts otherwise known to the authors who were not AfPBA or WACCI alumni included several scientists who currently work on – or have worked on in the past – perennial crop domestication at ICRAF. This is highly relevant since a number of the tree species that ICRAF researches are on the AOCC list of 101 new and orphan crop plants.

The email sent to breeders asked them to complete an online survey via a hyperlinked questionnaire available through Snap (www.snapsurveys.com). The survey, provided in appendix 1 and outlined in the Results and discussion section of this paper, was designed to collect general information on constraints to new and orphan crop production, as well as specific production constraints and opportunities for individual plants on the AOCC list. The questionnaire covered traits for genetic improvement and potential management interventions during production. We also asked how likely breeders thought success would be for different interventions, and for their other insights on crop improvement. Respondents were requested to indicate particular challenges and opportunities for new and orphan crops posed by climate change, as well as the particular harvesting and processing challenges associated with these plants. Mostly free text responses were collected and then classified by common themes.

Recognizing the importance of inter-disciplinary action for effective crop promotion, the questionnaire also sought information on the linkages between plant breeders completing the survey and food scientists and economists. This approach was designed to elicit insights into how production research on new and orphan crops is linked with wider food system interventions to support crop mainstreaming.

The survey was distributed on 27 March 2018 and was closed on 27 May 2018, after which responses were synthesized.
3. Results and discussion

Nearly all of the 67 respondents who contributed information to the survey self-identified as plant breeders; 50 of the respondents are listed in appendix 2 (the other 17 respondents preferred to remain anonymous). The response rate of 67 out of 117 breeders (57%) was very high for this type of survey, which may reflect the fact that the AfPBA and WACCI coordinators (Rita Mumm and Eric Danquah, among the authors of this working paper) directly communicated with their alumni to encourage their participation.

Based on the total of 67 respondents, 18 African countries were represented by contributors’ institutional affiliations, with Nigeria the largest contributor (ten respondents), followed by Niger (eight), Burkina Faso (seven), and then Cameroon, Kenya and Ghana (all with six respondents). The results of specific survey questions are summarized below, following the structure of the questionnaire. The (anonymous) raw data collected through the survey are available upon request (from Ian Dawson: iankdawson@aol.com).

3.1. Crops worked on by respondents

The 67 respondents to the survey mentioned 73 crops that they currently worked on or had worked on in the past (see figure 1). Of all the respondents, 38 indicated that they currently or previously worked on new or orphan crops on the AOCC list. The 36 plant species on the AOCC list that were covered by respondents comprised 17 generally grown as annuals and 19 grown as perennials (of which the majority were tree species). Only two out of the group of 38 respondents that worked on AOCC-listed new and orphan crops worked exclusively on these crops; 15 currently or had in the past also worked on one or more of the major staples of rice, maize, wheat, potato and soybean. This can be considered advantageous for new and orphan crop work since it suggests that there is scope for cross applying methods from major crops that receive heavier investments than new and orphan crops. On average, respondents mentioned that they had worked with three crops, indicating additional potential for cross-application of breeding approaches.
Figure 1. Crops worked on by survey respondents.

The number of respondents working on each crop is indicated on the x-axis. Crops with blue bars are on the AOCC list.
3.2. General information on new and orphan crops

3.2.1. Production constraints

Surveyed breeders were asked to list what they considered to be the most important constraints to new and orphan crop production in general (non-crop-specific responses); breeders were requested to list up to three constraints. The 67 respondents to the survey provided 171 responses related to production, including constraints pertaining to agronomic management, genetic deficiencies and access to inputs (see figure 2). Crop pest and disease attacks were the most frequently mentioned genetic or management constraint, followed by drought. Lack of access to – or unavailability of – suitable high-quality planting material was by far the most frequently mentioned input constraint, followed by lack of knowledge of how to produce crops.

Yield potential (‘Yield’ in figure 2) was not frequently mentioned as a limiting production factor, but this may be because an element of productivity is implicit within the requirement for high-quality planting material: as already noted, quality planting material was frequently indicated as a priority by breeders (i.e. “high quality” as in genetically improved planting materials for better yields). The strong emphasis on access to and availability of high-quality planting material is consistent with the situation for major crops in Africa, where farmers’ inability to access improved germplasm is recognized as a common problem (Walker et al., 2014). If high-quality varieties of major crops with significant investment programmes are still failing to reach farmers, we would expect the situation for new and orphan crops to be worse, consistent with the survey findings. However, this cited need could also be a result of quality issues related to poor germination or poor seed/propagule health of the available planting materials. Especially for those new and orphan crops propagated vegetatively to distribute plant parts (versus seed propagation), it could be a matter of problems with viral infections and the need to receive clean clonal planting materials.

Details of breeders’ views on planting material access and availability were not elicited in this survey because specific questions that would allow the further description of bottlenecks in planting material supply were not included (see appendix 1). Gaining a more detailed understanding of access and availability – to delineate quality, yield and other issues – should be a priority for follow-up surveys. Likewise, the current survey did not elicit specific information on pest and disease pressures from breeders (many breeders described these pressures only in general statements). Exploring this issue in the future will be important,
since varied genetic responses are involved in combating different pest and disease pressures.

*Figure 2. New and orphan crops: production constraints.*

In the key, in black type are genetic/management constraints; in red type are input constraints. Both genetic and management interventions may be applied to address a particular constraint. For example, ‘Weeds’, indicating a problem with weed presence, might be addressed through crop canopy design that excludes weeds from crops or through improved weeding approaches. The input constraints indicated also interact with management regimes, so the given classification represents an approximation.

3.2.2. Other (non-production) constraints

Surveyed breeders were asked to provide their views on the most important other (non-production) constraints that limit the use of new and orphan crops in Africa, again considering these crops as a general category (non-crop-specific responses); breeders were again asked to list up to three constraints. The 67 survey respondents provided 116 relevant non-production-related responses, which are summarized in figure 3. The absence of consumer knowledge on crops was considered to be the most important non-production constraint, followed by post-harvest and processing issues.

A less-mentioned but still common concern was the absence of supportive policies for new and orphan crops. Another important concern was the absence of markets, which can be grouped with low product-value concerns (‘Value’ in figure 3) and value chain-development problems. A further constraint related to markets is difficulty in scaling production in line with market opportunities. This latter constraint, which relates to the critical mass needed for
commercial success, is an interesting issue that has not received adequate consideration in many new and orphan crop promotion programmes with a philosophy of “starting small”. In fact, the survey results support the view that starting very small may not be an option for market engagement – at least for some crops.

Figure 3. New and orphan crops: other constraints.

3.2.3. New and orphan crop future importance

When asked to rate the relative importance of new and orphan crops as foods in Africa 20 years from now, most of the 67 survey respondents reported that they would be more important (see figure 4). Frequent reasons given were that these crops are better adapted to Africa’s production environments and that there is renewed interest on the continent in the nutritional diversity of crop production. Breeders’ responses thus fit with polices such as those presented in the Malabo declaration (African Union, 2014), which seek to diversify the African continent’s food systems to support human nutrition and resilient food supply.

Several breeders’ responses indicated that work is required to support the greater use of new and orphan crops, and that without this investment, less-nutritious, existing staples foods would continue to dominate in Africa. This view is consistent with analyses of current trends in food production and usage globally. For example, the assessment of Khoury et al. (2014) indicated a trend between 1961 and 2009 towards a narrower range of calorie-rich but otherwise nutrition-poor staples worldwide.

Of the breeders who responded to the survey, 32 were alumni of the AfPBA, which specifically encourages new and orphan crop breeding, so their preference for indicating the increased importance of new and orphan crops might be expected. Their responses overall, however, did not differ substantially from those of other breeders included in the survey (e.g.
for AfPBA alumni, 21 of 32 responders indicated that new and orphan crops will be more important in 20 years’ time, compared to 18 of 35 other responders). But caution should be used in drawing conclusions on the future importance of new and orphan crops from the surveyed breeders. Although the sample is relatively large and diverse, it is not fully representative; wider sampling is recommended to explore this issue further.

Figure 4. New and orphan crops: relative importance in 20 years’ time.

3.3. Specific information on new and orphan crops

When presented with a list of the 101 AOCC new and orphan crops, 53 of the 67 breeder respondents to the survey were able to give specific information about individual crops. Each of these respondents was permitted to provide information on up to five crops on the AOCC list. In total, 65 responses on 30 different crops were received. Each respondent on average commented on only 1.2 crops, which is a low response rate when considering that up to five crops could be commented on. This supports the view that national programmes in African countries are not heavily focused on orphan crops. It may also indicate problems with the design of our survey (as addressed further below). Of the 30 crops commented on, 18 are annuals and 12 are perennials. For 11 of these crops, the primary product used by humans for food is known to be the seed (grain or nut), followed by the root in eight cases, the fruit in seven cases and the leaf in four cases.

The crops for which specific responses were provided by breeders are indicated in figure 5. The crop receiving the greatest number of responses was Bambara groundnut (11 responses), followed by okra (five), fonio (four) and finger millet (four). All of these crops were indicated as subjects of work by several breeders participating in the survey (see figure 1), so it is not surprising that these crops were commented on multiple times. For six AOCC crops – African nightshade, bitter yam, elephant ear, lima bean, roselle and spider plant – breeders were able to give crop-specific responses even though no breeders had indicated that they
worked on these crops (compare figure 5 with figure 1). This indicates that breeders have knowledge that extends beyond the crops on which they work directly.

Conversely, none of the 67 breeders sampled provided specific responses for 12 AOCC crops that they had earlier indicated they work on or had worked on in the past (again, compare figures 5 and 1). These crops were African potato, avocado, balanites, banana, faba bean, groundnut tree, jute mallow, marula, papaya, pumpkin, sweet bush mango and sweet detar. This may indicate that breeders were not able to fully understand the survey design. For example, some of the 67 breeders may not have been able to determine how to comment on specific AOCC crops. In addition, after commenting on one crop, some of the 53 breeders that did provide specific responses on AOCC crops may have found it difficult to comment on additional crops. This potential survey design issue should be considered before any future use of the survey with other breeders.

**Figure 5. AOCC crops for which breeders gave responses.**

The number of respondents for specific crops is indicated on the x-axis. Entries with green bars were not mentioned by breeders as crops they worked on (see figure 1).
3.3.1. Production constraints

The survey asked breeders to list what they considered to be the three most important production constraints faced by African farmers for specific AOCC crops they commented on. A review of all 181 relevant (production-related) responses from the 53 responding breeders across AOCC crops, without correcting for the different representations of the various crops (see figure 5), indicated a number of important production constraints, as shown in figure 6.

The overall picture was similar to that for new and orphan crops in general (see figure 2), with pest and disease attacks the most frequently mentioned genetic or management constraint, and lack of access to (or unavailability of) suitable high-quality planting material the most frequently mentioned input constraint.

However, there were interesting differences between the general and specific responses on new and orphan crop production constraints obtained by the survey. One notable difference was the greater mention of harvesting problems for specific AOCC crops. This may indicate that these concerns are at the forefront of breeders’ attention when considering crop-specific constraints in detail. Another interesting difference was that relatively less (although still significant) attention was given to access to and availability of high-quality planting material for specific AOCC crops. This could reflect the fact that the new and orphan crops being commented on specifically by breeders are being worked on at least to some extent, and respondents may be involved in producing and distributing planting materials of improved cultivars of these crops to farmers. As already noted in section 3.2.1, further delineation of key supply issues will require additional questioning of breeders.
3.3.2. Traits for genetic improvement

The survey questionnaire asked breeders to list what they considered to be up to the three most important traits for genetic improvement for specific AOCC crops they were commenting on. A compilation of all 179 relevant responses from the 53 responding breeders, without correcting for the different representations of the various crops (see figure 5), indicated a number of important traits for genetic improvement (figure 7). Breeders most often mentioned pest and disease tolerance or resistance as important, consistent with pest and disease problems being most mentioned as important production constraints (figure 6). As indicated in section 3.2.1, exploring this trait category in more detail will be important in the future.

After pest and disease tolerance and resistance, yield was the next most mentioned trait category for genetic improvement. Improvement in traits to make harvest easier was mentioned fifth most often. In this category, three responses called for reduced grain shattering and two called for improved threshability. The ‘Other’ category in figure 7, which covered responses that could not be clearly classified into more frequently cited specific trait categories, included two responses that called for larger seed size. This could also relate to crop harvestability (larger seed are easier to harvest) or it may refer to a need for improvements in yield (or to both harvestability and yield). Another two responses in the ‘Other’ category mentioned the need for a change in seed colour. This appears to be one of
the few examples in the survey of breeders’ responses relating directly to consumers’ preferences.

Figure 7. Specific new and orphan crops: traits for genetic improvement.

Along with questions on traits for genetic improvement, breeders were asked if they were aware of breeding programmes on the specific AOCC crops that they were commenting on. There were 36 “yes” responses to this question, indicating several existing breeding programmes for a range of new and orphan crops. Further examination of responses indicated that breeders’ knowledge of breeding programmes varied: for eight crops, both “yes” and “no” responses were recorded (these crops were Bambara groundnut, cocoyam, fonio, finger millet, jujube, okra, onion and vegetable amaranth). This suggests the need for more communication among breeders about current breeding efforts. It is also possible that the question on breeding programmes was misinterpreted by breeders as referring to programmes in their own countries, although this was not intended (the question: “Are you aware of a breeding or other genetic improvement programme[s] for this crop?” did not make any reference to country – see appendix 1.)

3.3.3. Agronomic management interventions

The survey asked breeders to list up to the three most important agronomic management interventions to support the African production and use of specific AOCC crops they were commenting on. A review of all 111 relevant responses of the 53 responding breeders across specific AOCC crops, without any rebalancing of calculations to account for the different representations of the various crops in the results (see figure 5), indicated several recommended interventions (figure 8). Breeders most frequently mentioned the need for soil fertilization, followed by pest and disease control measures. The reporting of pests and diseases as the most mentioned production constraint (as stated in section 3.3.1), but control
as only the second most frequently mentioned management intervention, suggests that breeders see plant breeding as the more appropriate pathway to address pest and disease issues. (Pest and disease tolerance and resistance was the most often mentioned trait category for genetic improvement, as stated in section 3.3.2.) However, it is clear that both genetic improvement and agronomic interventions are considered by breeders to be important to address pest and disease problems. The same applies to yield improvements, if agronomic management of soil fertilization is seen in the context of yields (i.e. fertilization is needed to improve yields as a complementary pathway to breeding).

Improvements in planting methods (‘Planting/establishment’ in figure 8) and in the seasonal timing of management interventions (such as planting and weeding) were the third and fourth most frequently mentioned interventions by breeders respectively, while the need for improvements in harvesting was the fifth most mentioned management intervention.

The issue of seasonal timing is particularly interesting because it affects the allocation of rural labour to field activities. As African countries’ populations urbanize, the ability to allocate labour could be a significant constraint to new and orphan crop production (Kessides, 2005). Seasonal timing also affects cultivar maturity, crop rotations and water requirements.

Figure 8. Specific new and orphan crops: management interventions.

![Pie chart showing the distribution of management interventions by crop use.]

3.3.4. Production constraints, traits for genetic improvement and management interventions by crop use

Considering breeders’ responses related to specific AOCC crops (detailed in sections 3.3.1 to 3.3.3) based on categorizing these plants by primary human food use (seed, root, fruit or leaf), a number of interesting differences were observed.
With regard to production constraints, a lack of access to and unavailability of suitable high-quality planting material was mentioned most frequently (without correcting for different crop representations within crop categories, as shown in figure 5) for root crops (28% of 47 responses, compared with 19% of 134 responses for all other crop uses). This could reflect issues with the multiplication of these often vegetatively propagated species prior to distribution. Harvesting problems were indicated proportionally as a greater constraint for crops used primarily for seed (13% of 82 responses, compared with 5% of 99 responses for all other crop uses). Difficulties with harvesting and threshing of some seed crops are further related in sections 3.3.5 and 3.3.9. Storage problems were mentioned relatively rarely as a constraint for crops used primarily for seed compared to other crops (2% of 82 responses for seed crops compared with 12% of 99 responses for all other crop uses). This likely reflects the more perishable nature of roots, fruits and leaves after harvest.

With regard to genetic improvement, nutritional value and/or food quality (considered together as a single trait category) was more frequently identified as important for fruit and root crops than for leaf and seed crops (15% of 82, and 5% of 97 pooled responses respectively). This may reflect expectations of how particular foods should contribute to diets as much as – or more than – differences in the nutritional composition of foods. For example, some of the new and orphan fruit crops indicated by breeders as requiring nutritional improvement already have excellent nutritional profiles compared with representative plants of other crop groups. Drought tolerance was mentioned more frequently as important for leaf and seed crops than it was for fruit and root crops (25% of 97, and 7% of 82 pooled responses respectively).

Consistent with responses on production constraints, the need for genetic improvement for harvestability was observed to be relatively greater for seed crops (7% of 82 responses for seed crops and 3% of 97 pooled responses for other crops). Similarly, the need for genetic improvement for storability was not mentioned for seed crops (0% of 82 responses), while 9% of 82 pooled responses for fruit and root crops mentioned this target. At first sight, it appears anomalous that genetic improvement in storability was not identified as a target for any leaf crops. However, this may simply indicate that although the storage of perishable leafy vegetables is a clear problem, genetic improvement is not seen as the way to address the issue.

In terms of management interventions, pest and disease control measures were perceived to be relatively less important for root crops than for other crops (11% of 27 responses for root crops compared to 24% of 84 pooled responses for all other crops). Harvesting interventions were deemed important only for fruit and seed crops (12% of 76 responses for all fruit and seed crops compared with 0% of 35 pooled responses for all other crop categories). The importance of harvest interventions for seed crops is consistent with the production
constraints for them (discussed above) and sits alongside the need for genetic improvement interventions: breeders see both genetic and agronomic interventions as important for handling seed crops' harvestability constraints.

3.3.5. Production constraints, traits for genetic improvement and management interventions for the most frequently mentioned crops

For the four AOCC crops that were commented on by breeders at least four times – Bambara groundnut, finger millet, fonio and okra (see the introduction to section 3.3 and figure 5) – we compiled crop-specific responses from breeders for production constraints, traits for genetic improvement and management interventions; the results are shown in table 1. These indicate the range of responses obtained for each crop. Three of the crops are used primarily for seed: Bambara groundnut is a legume grown for its underground nut; and fonio and finger millet are grasses both grown for their grain. The other, okra, is primarily used for its fruit.

Table 1. Priority production constraints, traits for genetic improvement and management interventions for four AOCC crops.

Priorities are based on the number of breeders’ responses (minimum of two mentions).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crop</th>
<th>Max. three priority production constraints (most mentions, in order)</th>
<th>Max. three priority traits/trait areas for genetic improvement (most mentions, in order)</th>
<th>Max. three priority agronomic management interventions (most mentions, in order)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Abelmoschus caillei</em> (Okra)</td>
<td>Pests and diseases; yield; planting material availability</td>
<td>Yield; pest/disease resistance/tolerance; nutritional value/food quality</td>
<td>Pest/disease control, including use of integrated pest management; soil fertilisation; timing of harvesting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Digitaria exilis</em> (Fonio)</td>
<td>Harvest and post-harvest problems, including shattering and threshing; planting material availability</td>
<td>Yield; drought tolerance; ease of harvesting</td>
<td>Seasonal timing of weeding and harvesting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Eleusine coracana</em> (Finger millet)</td>
<td>Pests and diseases, especially blast disease; harvest and post-harvest problems, including threshing; weeds</td>
<td>Pest/disease resistance/tolerance, especially to blast disease</td>
<td>Establishment methods, especially use of row planting; mechanization of harvesting and threshing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Vigna subterranea</em> (Bambara groundnut)</td>
<td>Planting material availability; pests and diseases; drought</td>
<td>Pest/disease resistance/tolerance; yield; drought tolerance; early maturity (last two tied with equal mentions)</td>
<td>Soil fertilization; seasonal timing, including of planting, weeding and harvesting; pest/disease control, including during storage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3.6. Likelihood of success of genetic improvement and management interventions

The survey asked respondents commenting on specific AOCC crops to indicate from among different options what they considered the likelihood of success for the genetic improvement and agronomic management interventions they had suggested (see sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3). A review of the 53 breeders’ responses for specific AOCC crops, without any correction for the different representations of the various crops in the results (see figure 5), indicated that breeders consider management actions to have the highest likelihood of success. However, breeders also indicated high potential for successful action on trait genetic improvement (figure 9). Overall, 63% of management interventions mentioned were considered to have high potential, compared with 52% of genetic improvement interventions – indicating a majority in both cases.

Figure 9. Specific new and orphan crops: likelihood of success of interventions.

(a) genetic improvement interventions and (b) management interventions.

3.3.7. Other insights for crop improvement

The survey asked respondents commenting on specific AOCC crops for additional insights into improving crop production; this question elicited only limited information. Some breeders suggested that non-food uses such as medicine or fibre should be enhanced to promote crops. Others mentioned the application of chemicals to promote seed germination and flowering, to have potential.
3.3.8. Particular challenges and opportunities presented by climate change

When queried about the particular challenges and opportunities presented by climate change for specific AOCC crops, respondents mentioned a lack of knowledge about genetic variation in crops’ tolerances to drought and flooding, and the limited information available on crops’ genotype-by-environment interactions. Enhanced pest and disease pressures due to climate change were also a major concern.

In terms of opportunities, respondents considered several new and orphan crops to be drought-tolerant species that could be suitable for production in drier or drought-prone conditions, which may prevail due to climate change. Breeders also recognized carbon sequestration opportunities to mitigate climate change for woody perennial species. In addition, respondents noted the diversification opportunities provided by new and orphan crops, which could spread the risks created by more variable weather patterns linked to climate change. It is notable that while breeders indicated several new and orphan crops as conferring drought-tolerant cropping options, many also acknowledged drought as a production constraint for new and orphan crop plants (see figures 2 and 6). This apparent anomaly probably reflects the wide range of drought tolerances among new and orphan crops as a group: while some crops are already highly drought tolerant, others need to be made more tolerant.

3.3.9. Particular harvesting and processing challenges

Breeders were asked about particular problems in harvesting and processing of specific AOCC crops. The range of responses indicated that these problems are particularly relevant for seed crops (see section 3.3.4). Problems include: shattering; the small size of their seed (grain), which leads to harvest and cleaning (threshing) difficulties; and the labour costs of manual harvesting (see table 1 for responses on finger millet and fonio).

Also mentioned by breeders was the large size (stature) of some perennials, which makes it difficult to reach the crop for harvest. Other responses included crop damage caused by harvesting, problems identifying the crop’s point of maturity (readiness for harvest) and some plants’ extended maturation periods (this necessitates returning to the crop for multiple harvests, which can be labour inefficient).

Post-harvest extraction of the edible portion of crops (e.g. pulp from fruit, fat from seed) and high perishability during storage were also mentioned as specific problems.
3.4. Linking with food scientists and agricultural economists

Breeders were asked if they worked closely with food scientists or economists on particular crops (whether new and orphan crops, or other crops). Of the 67 breeders who undertook the survey, 64 responded on this topic. Of these, 29 reported working closely with economists (45%) and 25 with food scientists (39%). These figures suggest there is room for greater collaboration within wider food mainstreaming efforts. A fuller understanding of the extent of collaboration among disciplines requires further exploration. In our survey, breeders were only asked about “close” collaborations: more distant but still useful interactions between breeders, economists and food scientists may not have been captured.

Of the crops that breeders reported they had worked closely with food scientists on, nine were on the AOCC list: Bambara groundnut, banana, cocoyam, fluted gourd, green bean, sweet bush mango, sweet potato, taro and shea. These crops represent a range of food uses and a mix of annual and perennial species. The work undertaken by food scientists on these crops related to foods’ sensory properties, nutritional compositions and new processing opportunities. In the last case, work included on ingredient substitution of new and orphan crops for other less nutritious crops in processed food production.

Of the crops that breeders reported working closely with economists on, 15 were on the AOCC list: African plum, banana, bitter yam, cocoyam, fluted gourd, geocarpa groundnut, green bean, groundnut tree, mung bean, okra, sweet bush mango, sweet potato, shea, taro and watermelon. Again, these plants represent a range of food uses and diverse plant biologies. Economists’ work on these crops included research on the economics of production and value chain development. This work also focused on marketing options and the assessment of consumers’ preferences.

In their survey responses, breeders named a number of the food scientists and economists that they worked with and provided contact details for these individuals. Future contact with these individuals would provide opportunities to explore further how to mainstream new and orphan crops into African food systems. In particular, it would help to address key consumption and livelihood issues along with production concerns.
4. Conclusions and recommendations

This survey of African plant breeders has explored production constraints for new and orphan crops on the continent, and has highlighted opportunities for interventions at the genetic improvement and agronomic management levels. It further reveals the competencies and capabilities needed to remove obstacles to the more efficient production of new and orphan crops in Africa. As indicated in a previous ICRAF working paper (Dawson et al., 2018), identifying key traits for genetic improvement of new and orphan crops is crucial to mainstream their production. Based on survey responses, critical capabilities to address the yield gap include disease screening, agronomic training for farmers (i.e. extension), and the provision of high-quality planting material of locally adapted cultivars. While the survey does not directly address the constraints breeders face as obstacles to developing improved cultivars, their responses suggest a need for access to diverse germplasm that has been characterized for traits of interest such as drought tolerance, shattering resistance and disease resistance.

The findings of our survey indicate that pest and disease susceptibility, and lack of access to (and availability of) high-quality planting material constitute critical barriers to enhanced new and orphan crop production. Our analysis also shows that production constraints, key traits for genetic improvement and the necessary agronomic management interventions vary by crop food use. Product targets and management options can be further disaggregated within the data to explore context specificity in greater depth. Overall, breeders indicated that there was high likelihood of genetic improvement and management interventions being successful.

Our current analysis needs to be built upon by further evaluating the requirements of producers, consumers and retailers, since developing specific breeding targets requires the collaboration of all value-chain stakeholders to meet the demands of local geographies and markets. For example, although breeders have a good perspective on production issues, their views may not always align with those of farmers. A more nuanced assessment of production constraints would thus require direct discussions with producers. The wider assessment of stakeholders would enable more effective targeting of AOCC trait discovery, and ensure better alignment among crop improvement objectives, breeding approaches and planting material delivery mechanisms (Lillesø et al., 2011). However, the advantage conveyed by surveying breeders to gain production insights in our survey was that, within a short timeframe, the research team was able to access a vast reservoir of knowledge relevant for improving new and orphan crops, in a cost-efficient manner.
The need for follow-up with breeders is indicated throughout this report, particularly to understand constraints to planting material access and availability. This topic has been explored more widely in the past for perennial orphan crops than for annuals (Lillesø et al., 2011), suggesting a particular focus may be required on the latter. Future surveys of breeders should also consider the specific resources they need (the required facilities and competencies, etc.) to develop improved cultivars with desired traits. In future evaluations, we also recommend that research teams contact the food scientists and economists identified in this survey who work on specific new and orphan crops. Such contact would further inform the mainstreaming of new and orphan crop production activities into wider food systems. Linking with food scientists would for example allow the further exploration of traits that increase the processability of new and orphan crops (Bakare et al., 2016). Linking with economists would provide more information on traits influencing the profitability of production (Blare and Donovan, 2018). Both these issues are crucial if African food systems are to become more nutritious and sustainable in the context of current regional challenges and social, demographic and economic trends (Dawson et al., 2018).
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Appendix 1. Online questionnaire used to obtain information from plant breeders

(Explanatory notes to the online survey are highlighted in blue.)

Improving the production of new and orphan crops in Africa

There has been renewed interest recently in integrating new and orphan crops into African food systems. This survey collects information on the production constraints faced by these crops, and how these constraints can be addressed.

For current purposes, we consider new and orphan crops as under-researched annual crops or perennial crops, including trees, which have potential for greater use in African food systems. You have been contacted to complete this survey because of your work on crop production in Africa, whether this is on major crops and/or on new and orphan crops. The survey collects some general information on orphan crop production and then considers some specific crops that the African Orphan Crops Consortium considers important.

Participants in this survey will be acknowledged when results are presented and will receive a report summarising the collected information.

Depending on the level of detail of information you hold, this survey will probably take between 20 minutes and one hour to complete.

We thank you for your participation. The World Agroforestry Centre (ICRAF) and Scotland’s Rural College (SRUC).

Information about you

Please provide your name, email address, area of expertise, institution and all the crops you personally currently work on or in the past have worked on (it does not matter whether these are new and orphan crops or other crops):

Your name [Text field response]
Your email [Text field response]
Your institution [Text field response]
Your area of expertise

The Crops you currently and have, in the past, worked on

Please tick this box if you do not want your details to be included in a summary report of this survey

[N]

Information on new and orphan crops in general

Considering new and orphan crops 'in the round' (as a category of crops), what do you consider to be the most important production constraints faced by African farmers? Please list up to the three most important constraints:

Constraint 1
Constraint 2
Constraint 3

Apart from production constraints, what do you consider to be the other major constraints that limit the use of new and orphan crops 'in the round' as foods or food ingredients in Africa? Please list up to the three most important constraints:

Constraint 1
Constraint 2
Constraint 3

Do you think new and orphan crops will be of less, equal or more importance as foods within Africa in 20 years' time?

(Only one answer to the below options was possible.)

Less Importance
Equal Importance
More Importance
No Opinion
Could you explain your answer?
### Specific information on new and orphan crops

The below is a list of the 101 new and orphan crops that the African Orphan Crops Consortium considers as priorities for supporting human nutrition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scientific Name</th>
<th>Common Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abelmoschus caillei (Okra)</td>
<td>False yam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adansonia digitata (Baobab)</td>
<td>Ipomoea batatas (Sweet potato leaves)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adansonia kilima (Baobab)</td>
<td>Irvingia gabonensis (Sweet bush mango)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allanblackia floribunda (Vegetable tallow tree)</td>
<td>Lablab purpureus (Lablab bean)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allium cepa (Onion)</td>
<td>Landolphia spp. (Gum vines)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaranthus blitum (Amaranth)</td>
<td>Lannea microcarpa (Tree grape)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaranthus cruentus (Grain amaranth)</td>
<td>Lens culinaris (Lentil)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaranthus tricolor (Vegetable amaranth)</td>
<td>Macadamia ternifolia (Macadamia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anacardium occidentale (Cashew)</td>
<td>Macrotyloma geocarpum (Geocarpa groundnut)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annona reticulata (Custard apple)</td>
<td>Mangifera indica (Mango)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annona senegalensis (Wild custard apple)</td>
<td>Momordica charantia (Bittergourd)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artoparus albitalis (Breadfruit)</td>
<td>Morinda oleifera (Drumstick tree)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boscia senegalensis (Aizen, nabegega)</td>
<td>Musa acuminata AAA Group (Banana)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brassica carinata (Ethiopian mustard)</td>
<td>Musa balbisiana (Banana)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canarium madagascariense (Canarium nut)</td>
<td>Musa x paradisiaca AAB Group (Plantain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carica papaya (Papaya)</td>
<td>Momordica charantia (Bittergourd)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassia obsolenta (White sapote)</td>
<td>Morinda oleifera (Drumstick tree)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celosia acetabulum (Sickle senna)</td>
<td>Phaseolus vulgaris (Green bean)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrysanthemum cainito (Star apple)</td>
<td>Plectranthus cucullatus (African potato)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citrus lanatus (Watermelon)</td>
<td>Plectranthus scutellarioides (African potato)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleome gynandra (Spider plant)</td>
<td>Psidium guajava (Guava)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocos nucifera (Coconut)</td>
<td>Ricinodendron heudelotii (Groundnut tree)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colocasia esculenta (Taro)</td>
<td>Saba comorensis (Rubber vine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corchorus olitorius (Jute mallow)</td>
<td>Sclerocarya birrea (Marula)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crassocephalum rubens (Yoruban bologi)</td>
<td>Solanum aethiopicum (African eggplant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crotalaria juncea (Sunn hemp)</td>
<td>Solanum tuberosum (African nightshade)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crotalaria ochroleuca (Rattlebox)</td>
<td>Sphenostylis stenocarpa (Yam bean)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cucumis metuliferus (Horned melon)</td>
<td>Stychnos spinosa (African orange)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cucurbita maxima (Pumpkin)</td>
<td>Syzygium guineense (Water berry)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyphomandra betacea (Cape tomato)</td>
<td>Talinum fruticosum (Ceylon spinach)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dacryodes edulis (African plum)</td>
<td>Tamarindus indica (Tamarind)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detarium senegalense (Sweet detar)</td>
<td>Tefafana occidentalis (Fluted gourd)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digitaria exilis (Fonio)</td>
<td>Tyloseta esculentum (Marama bean)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dioscorea alata (Yam)</td>
<td>Uapaca kirkiana (Wild loquat)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dioscorea dumetorum (Bitter yam)</td>
<td>Vangueria infausta (African medlar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dioscorea rotundata (Yam)</td>
<td>Vangueria madagascariensis (African medlar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diospyros mespiliformis (African persimmon)</td>
<td>Vicia faba (Faba bean)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doyvaisa caffra (Kei apple)</td>
<td>Vigna radiata (Mung bean)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleaeis guineensis (Oil palm)</td>
<td>Vigna subterranea (Bambara groundnut)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleusine coracana (Finger millet)</td>
<td>Vitellaria paradoxa (Shea)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensete ventricosum (Enset)</td>
<td>Vitex doniana (Chocolate berry)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faidherbia albida (Acacia [apple-ring])</td>
<td>Xanthosoma sagittifolium (Elephant ear)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garcinia livingstonei (African mangosteen)</td>
<td>Xanthosoma spp. (Cocoyam, Arrowroot)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garcinia mangostana (Mangosteen)</td>
<td>Ximenia cajaffa (Sour plum)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gnetum africanum (African gnetum)</td>
<td>Ziziphus spp. (Jujube)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hibiscus sabdariffa (Roselle)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Please indicate a crop where you think you have sufficient knowledge to comment on its production (regardless of whether or not you currently work directly on or in the past have worked directly on the crop). On the next page you will be asked for specific information on this crop. (If you cannot comment on any of these specific crops, please tick the box at the bottom of the page).

[Y] (Only one crop could be chosen for comment at any one time, but each respondent was allowed to provide information on up to five specific crops by cycling through a set of questions for each crop.)

I am not able to comment on any of these crops [N]

(When able to respond on a specific crop [not N above] the below questions were presented:)

Considering this particular crop, what do you consider to be the most important production constraints faced by African farmers? Please list up to the three most important production constraints and be as specific as possible (e.g., specific harvesting problem, susceptibility to a particular disease, lack of access to a particular input):

Production Constraint 1  [Text field response]
Production Constraint 2  [Text field response]
Production Constraint 3  [Text field response]

Considering this particular crop, what do you consider to be the key traits for genetic improvement through selection and/or breeding to support African production and use? Please list up to the three most important traits for genetic improvement and be as specific as possible (e.g., breeding tolerance to a specific disease, reducing the amount of a particular anti-nutrient, adapting to a particular environmental constraint):

Trait for genetic improvement 1  [Text field response]
Trait for genetic improvement 2  [Text field response]
Trait for genetic improvement 3  [Text field response]

In your opinion, what is the potential for genetic improvement of each of the above traits?

(For each trait, only one answer to the below options was possible.)

No opinion  [Y]
Low potential [Y]
Medium potential [Y]
High potential [Y]

Are you aware of a breeding or other genetic improvement programme(s) for this crop? If so, please describe briefly (e.g., who is involved, what the purpose of the programme is, who funds the work)

[Text field response]

Considering this particular crop, what do you consider to be the key agronomic (management) interventions to support African production and use? Please list up to the three most important agronomic interventions and be as specific as possible (e.g., particular weed prevention regime, particular harvesting method, particular pest prevention approach):

Agronomic Intervention 1 [Text field response]
Agronomic Intervention 2 [Text field response]
Agronomic Intervention 3 [Text field response]

In your opinion, what is the potential for introducing each of the above agronomic interventions?

(For each agronomic intervention, only one answer to the below options was possible.)

No opinion [Y]
Low potential [Y]
Medium potential [Y]
High Potential [Y]

If you have any other insights to share on improving the production of this crop please share them here

[Text field response]

For this particular crop, are there challenges or opportunities presented by climate change?

[Text field response]
For this particular crop, are there any particular problems in harvesting and processing?

[Text field response]

Could you comment on the production of another crop? (Note if answering yes you will be taken back to the AOCC orphan crops list. You will in total be given the opportunity to comment on a maximum of 5 crops)

[Y/N] [Response determined whether returned to the African Orphan Crops Consortium crop list [Y] or continued to the below questions [N].]

Linking with food scientists and agricultural economists

For the particular crop or crops (whether these are new and orphan crops or other crops, including maize, rice, etc.) that you personally work on, do you work closely with food scientists (e.g., food processing specialists, nutritionists)?

[Y/N]

If yes, please indicate the name(s) of the particular crop(s) you work on with food scientists, briefly what the work involves (e.g. improving food processing, product substitution etc.), the name(s) of the scientist(s), and if possible their contact email(s):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crops</th>
<th>[Text field response]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What the work involves</td>
<td>[Text field response]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of the scientists</td>
<td>[Text field response]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the particular crop or crops (whether new and orphan crops or other crops, including maize, rice, etc.) that you personally work on, do you work closely with economists (e.g. in improving value chains, in providing market information etc.)?

[Y/N]

If yes, please indicate the name(s) of the particular crop(s) you work on with economists, briefly what the work involves, the name(s) of the economist(s), and if possible their contact email(s):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crops</th>
<th>[Text field response]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What the work involves</td>
<td>Text field response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of the economists</td>
<td>Text field response</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

—
## Appendix 2. List of survey respondents who wished to be identified (by country)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name (as given by the respondent)</th>
<th>Institutional affiliation (as given by the respondent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Van Damme</td>
<td>Ghent University, Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drabo Inoussa</td>
<td>INERA, Burkina Faso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benoit Joseph Batieno</td>
<td>INERA, Burkina Faso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ouedraogo Nofou</td>
<td>Institute of Environment and Agricultural Research, Burkina Faso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOME Koussao</td>
<td>INERA, Burkina Faso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRAORE VAL. STANISLAS EDGAR</td>
<td>INERA, BURKINA FASO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAFOUASSON APALA HORTENSE</td>
<td>Institute of agricultural research for development, Cameroon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Degrande</td>
<td>ICRAF, Cameroon Office, Cameroon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atemkeng epse Nkoumki Maureen Fonji</td>
<td>Institute of Agr. Research for Development (IRAD), Cameroon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gonne SOBDA</td>
<td>IRAD, Cameroon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dowiya Benjamin Nzaweke</td>
<td>Institut Facultaire des Sciences Agronomiques de Yangambi, DRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatma Awad Hussein</td>
<td>Field Crops Research Institute - Rice Department, Egypt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yonas Moges gelaw</td>
<td>Haramaya University, Ethiopia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fekadu Gurmbo</td>
<td>South Agricultural Research Institute, Ethiopia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivian Oduro</td>
<td>Biotechnology and Nuclear Agriculture Research Institute, Ghana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ernest Baafi</td>
<td>CSIR-Crops Research Institute, Ghana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matilda Bissah</td>
<td>CSIR-Plant Genetic Resources Research Institute, Ghana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Denwar</td>
<td>CSIR-Savanna Agricultural Research Institute, Tamale, Ghana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Oppong Abebrese</td>
<td>CSIR-Savanna Agricultural Research Institute, Ghana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alice Kosgei</td>
<td>Machakos University, Kenya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pascal Ojwang</td>
<td>Egerton University, Kenya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathews M Dida</td>
<td>Maseno University, Kenya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regina Tende</td>
<td>Kenya Agricultural and Livestock Research Organization, Kenya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth N. Musila</td>
<td>Kenya Agricultural and Livestock Research Organisation, Kenya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrent Pungulani</td>
<td>Malawi Plant Genetic Resources Centre, Malawi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dramane Sako</td>
<td>Institut d’Économie Rurale, Mali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAFIATOU SANGARE</td>
<td>Institut D’Economie Rurale (IER), Mali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalingaire Antoine</td>
<td>ICRF, Mali Office, Mali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ousmane Sanogo</td>
<td>IER, Mali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Dembele</td>
<td>ICRF/SAHEL, Regional Office, Mali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oumarou Souleymane</td>
<td>INRAN (National Agricultural Research Institute of Niger), Niger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mamadou Coulibaly</td>
<td>IER, Niger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laouali Mahamane Nasser</td>
<td>INRAN, Niger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmadou Issaka</td>
<td>Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique du Niger, Niger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mamadou Ibrahim Aissata</td>
<td>INRAN, Niger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adesike Oladoyin Kolawole</td>
<td>Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Ogbomoso, Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afolayan Gloria</td>
<td>National Center for Genetic Resources and Biotechnology, Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damian Ndubuisi NJOKU</td>
<td>National Root Crops Research Institute (NRCRI), Umudike, Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELOHOR MERCY DIBIRU</td>
<td>International Institute for Tropical Agriculture, Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorcas Oluwunmi Ibitoye</td>
<td>National Horticultural Research Institute, Ibadan, Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMADI CHARLES</td>
<td>NATIONAL ROOT CROPS RESEARCH INSTITUTE, NIGERIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Adewale</td>
<td>Federal University Oye-Ekiti, Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunmi Olasami</td>
<td>University of Ibadan, Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday Nwalo Nweke</td>
<td>Federal University, Ndufu-Alike Ikwo, Ebony State, Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ndacyayisenga Theophile</td>
<td>Rwanda Agriculture Board (RAB), Rwanda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innocent Habarurema</td>
<td>Rwanda Agriculture Board (RAB), Rwanda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abe Gerrano</td>
<td>Agricultural Research Council, South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayada Beshir</td>
<td>Agricultural Research Corporation (ARC), Sudan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samson Gwali</td>
<td>National Forestry Resources Research Institute (NaFORRI), Uganda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Busiso Olga Mavankeni</td>
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